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Addressing Social Issues in Moroccan Cinema 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
  آ*(& ا")'!& %$ ا"! �ب؟ :س
2 01ي م& م@0راش -=اف %$ ا"! �ب ;�:2 -9*8، -9*8 س!*64؟ ان ا")'!& آ4(34�  ا")'!& -&,*2 01ي، -&,*:ي

 اذا، آ&ی'*J ه'&ك. HH م& آ&ی'*'P اO&ن&ت مI J�ف، مI J�ف ا"Mو"2 و K مI J�ف HHH ا"G�یE&ت-=اف ا"!C&در 
را^[2 "\0راء زYO س!*64؟ س*'!&J**X م4!*=یJ -=اف و دارو ا%Wم، م&1$ م& دروش و "JE آT3U4، آT3U4 01ی& 01ی& 

HHمY هbc اW%Kم هbc وKت 01ی& آa!4 -&"9*&ة O&!4^K*2، آT\O Y\E44 . -_%34�ه& "\!C&در ا"!&"*2 مI J�ف ا"Mو"2
ووو م3&رن2 مhU, i، آ0G4%$ أن "! &ر-2 و"0 م'(&تJ*9 آ*Meرو . ا"9*&ة اO&!4^K*2 و ا"d0[*2 اO&!4^K*2 %$ ا"! �ب

h، ان ا"! �ب 6Cj یT\O Y\E4 هbc ا"!G&آh، ان آ&یJ ه'&ك س!*64؟ -@&"2، آ&یJ ه'&ك T\O أن ا"! �ب HHH %*6 مG&آ
 aE]4آ8، آ HHH 8آ bcم هW%Kا bcدون ه HH Ye"&ا"9*&ة دی $% hآ&Gم YهM'O 0G!*ت م& -3&وش آ$ آ*4=و^0 و آ&'U"

,$، -&,$ م& HHH م& م[@*&ش "*e& اb، ت@0ر و "JE مi اKسl -&. هcا ال، هcا ا"!G&آh اO&!4^K*2 دی&ل، دی&ل ا"! �ب
  . اه!*2 -=اف

   
 
English translation: 

 
S: How is cinema in Morocco? 
Y: Honestly, cinema is still not well developed in Morocco especially in terms of the lack 
of resources; there isn’t financial support from the government or from companies. There 
are many talented filmmakers and they have made films – it is not that they have not. But 
these films are still a bit behind in terms of their lack of financial resources from the 
government. These films nowadays touch upon the social life – it talks about the social 
situation in Morocco. And so, compared to before, you could see that Moroccans have 
become more open and started to state that Morocco does have issues and that it needs to 
address these issues: that there is unemployment, and that girls no longer get married 
[early] and do have problems in their lives. So, these films reflect these social issues in 
Morocco. They are developing, but sadly they are still not given much attention.  
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